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Abstract
The Welch-Satterthwaite t-test is one of the most prominent and often used statistical
inference method in applications. The method is, however, not flexible with respect to ad-
justments for baseline values or other covariates, which may impact the response variable.
Existing analysis of covariance methods are typically based on the assumption of equal
variances across the groups. This assumption is hard to justify in real data applications
and the methods tend to not control the type-1 error rate satisfactorily under variance het-
eroscedasticity. In the present paper, we tackle this problem and develop unbiased variance
estimators of group specific variances, and especially of the variance of the estimated ad-
justed treatment effect in a general analysis of covariance model. These results are used to
generalize the Welch-Satterthwaite t-test to covariates adjustments. Extensive simulation
studies show that the method accurately controls the nominal type-1 error rate, even for very
small sample sizes, moderately skewed distributions and under variance heteroscedasticity.
A real data set motivates and illustrates the application of the proposed methods.
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1 Introduction
The statistical comparison of two independent samples is naturally arising in a variety of dif-
ferent disciplines, e.g., in biological, ecological, psychological, or medical studies. When data
is measured on a metric scale, roughly symmetrically distributed and assumed to have equal
variances (homogeneous), the t-test is often used for making inferences in the means µ1 and µ2
of the two distributions. In case of unequal variances, the Welch t-test
T =
X1· −X2· − (µ1 − µ2)√
s2
1
n1
+
s2
2
n2
(1.1)
is typically applied [1, 2]. Here, X i· = n
−1
i
∑ni
k=1Xik and s
2
i = (ni − 1)−1
ni∑
k=1
(Xik − Xi·)2
denote the empirical means and variances of the independent random samples Xi1, . . . , Xini
coming from distribution Fi, i = 1, 2, respectively. Under the assumption of normality of the
data, Xik ∼ N(µi, σ2i ), k = 1, . . . , ni, the distribution of T in (1.1) can be approximated by a
tν-distribution, where the degree of freedom
ν =
(
s2
1
n1
+
s2
2
n2
)2
s4
1
n2
1
(n1−1) +
s4
2
n2
2
/(n2−1)
(1.2)
is known as Welch-Satterthwaite degree of freedom ([3]). It is derived by equating both the
expectations and variances of the weighted sum of the sample variances
s2
1
n1
+
s2
2
n2
by a scaled
g ·χ2f distribution—also known as Box-type approximation in the literature (see, e.g., [4, 5, 6]).
The knowledge of the distributions of the sample variances s2i is substantial in the approxi-
mation procedure, because the moments are equated with the moments of the respective χ2-
distributions of the sample variances. Note that even when the assumption of normality is
violated, the Welch-Satterthwaite t-test T given in (1.1) is still asymptotically valid for testing
H0 : µ1 = µ2 in the so-called Behrens-Fisher situation, because ν → ∞ which implies that
T
D→ N(0, 1) as min{n1, n2} → ∞ (see, e.g., [7, 8, 9, 10]). For small samples, the quality of
the approximation depends on the skewness (shapes) and the amount of variance heteroscedas-
ticity (see, e.g., [11, 12, 13]). Statistical methods which do not rely on the assumption of equal
variances are especially meaningful when the distribution of a statistic under the alternative
hypothesis is important, e.g. for the computation of confidence intervals for the effects of inter-
est. In particular, different variances may also occur due to covariates impacting the response,
for example when the outcome depends on baseline values, age, body weights, etc. The EMA
guideline on adjustment for baseline covariates in clinical trials particularly states ”Baseline co-
variates impact the outcome in many clinical trials. Although baseline adjustment is not always
necessary, in case of a strong or moderate association between a baseline covariate(s) and the
primary outcome measure, adjustment for such covariate(s) generally improves the efficiency
of the analysis and avoids conditional bias from chance covariate imbalance”[14].
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In such a situation, data is typically modeled by an Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA) model
Y︸︷︷︸
Response
= Xb︸︷︷︸
Fixed Effects
+ Mp︸︷︷︸
Regression
+ ǫ︸︷︷︸
Error
, (1.3)
where X is a fixed and known design matrix, b = (b1, b2)
′ denotes the vector of fixed treat-
ment effects (treatment/control), M denotes a matrix (full-rank or non-full-rank) of L fixed
covariates, p = (p1, . . . , pL)
′ the vector of regression coefficients, and ǫ denotes the error term
[15]. Thus, the fixed expected location values are b1 and b2 in model (1.3). The current gold
standard for testing the hypothesis H0 : b1 = b2 is to perform a classical ANCOVA F -test
with covariates or, in the situation considered here, its two-sample t-test type version —which
is only valid when the data have equal variances, see, e.g., the excellent textbook by [16] and
references therein. In many experiments, however, data distributions cannot be modeled by a
normal distribution and/or homogeneous variances, e.g., when reaction times or count data are
observed. In particular, when the model assumptions are not met, the ANCOVA tends to pro-
vide rather conservative or liberal test decisions, depending on the shapes of the distributions,
sample size allocations and/or degree of variance heteroscedasticity (see the extensive simula-
tion results presented in Section 6). Thus, there is a need for heteroscedastic ANCOVAmethods
and especially for a generalization of the Welch-Satterthwaite t-test to such scenarios.
The arising problem is the unbiased estimation of the variances or the covariance matrix of the
estimated treatment effects b1 and b2 along with the computation of the degrees of freedom of its
approximate t-distribution. Several Heteroscedasticity Consistent Standard Error (HCSE) esti-
mators of their covariance matrix have been developed, however, most of them are substantially
biased when sample sizes are rather small [17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. Furthermore, their sampling
distributions are unknown and therefore a Box-type approximation procedure will be—if even
possible—hard to compute. In the present paper, we develop unbiased estimators of the vari-
ances as well as their covariance matrix. Furthermore, we compute their sampling distributions
and generalize the Welch-Satterthwaite t-test. It turns out that the new test can be easily com-
puted and the degree of freedom of its remaining approximate t-distribution can be computed
in a similar way to ν in (1.2)—the variances s2i and sample sizes ni are just replaced by the new
variance estimators and weights n∗i , which are linear combinations of the values of the covari-
ates. The new test procedure will be compared with the classical ANCOVA t-test, and a robust
Wild-Bootstrap procedure for variance heteroscedastic ANCOVA models recently proposed by
[23] in extensive simulation studies. It turns out that both the adjusted Welch-Satterthwaite t-
test and the Wild-Bootstrap method control the type-1 error rate very satisfactorily and that the
methods have comparable powers to detect the alternativeHb1 : b1 6= b2. Testing for the impact
of the covariates in terms of the regression parameters, the newly developed method seems to
be slightly more accurate. However, the t-test type statistics are way less numerically inten-
sive than the Wild-bootstrap method. In particular, their computational efficiency may play an
important role in the big data context, e.g. in genetics. Most importantly, the results obtained
in the present paper allow group specific comparisons of the data by not only displaying point
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estimators of b1 and b2, but also by their group specific variances. This is highly beneficial, be-
cause they reflect the amount of variance that is explained by the regression on a group specific
level.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 an illustrative motivating ex-
ample is introduced. The statistical model, hypotheses and point estimators are discussed in
Section 3. Unbiased estimators of the variances are derived in Section 4. These results will
be used in Section 5 for the derivation of the adjusted Welch-Satterthwaite t-test. Extensive
simulation studies are presented and discussed in Section 6. The real data set will be analyzed
with the new methods in Section 7 and the paper closes with a discussion about the results and
future research in Section 8. All proofs are given in Appendix.
Throughout the manuscript the following notation will be used: Matrices are displayed in bold-
face. The direct sum of the matricesA andB is denoted byA⊕B. Furthermore, the rank and
trace of a matrixA are given by r(A) and tr(A), respectively.
2 Motivating Example
As a motivating example, we consider a part of the short-term study on bodyweight changes in
male HSD rats being treated with specular hematite obtained from the National Toxicological
Program (NTP) study number C20536. Here, we only consider the bodyweight data of the
rats at week 1 (baseline) and after four weeks of treatment. Since several rats shared the same
cage, we use the maximum bodyweight value per cage as the actual response value. In order
to convert the data into a two-sample problem, we assign all the bodyweight values from the
different dose groups to the active treatment group and keep the vehicle treated rats in the
vehicle control group. In total, the values of N = 52 rats were used, where n1 = 13 rats were
assigned to the vehicle control group and n2 = 39 rats to the active treatment group.
The data are displayed in Tables 3 and 4.In Figure 1 boxplots of the bodyweights at baseline
(left) and after four weeks of treatment are displayed.
The boxplots in Figure 1 show that the bodyweight distributions at baseline are similar. The
bodyweights of the rats after four weeks of treatment seem to be higher under treatment than
of those in the vehicle control group. The sample means and the empirical variances of the
baseline (M) and response values (Y) are
Baseline After four weeks of treatment
M 1· = 177.57, Y 1· = 268.46,
M 2· = 176.53, Y 2· = 271.84,
s21,M = 127.62, s
2
1 = 183.43,
s22,M = 119.61, s
2
2 = 258.48.
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Figure 1: Boxplots of the bodyweight data at baseline (left) and after four weeks (right).
Thus, based on the empirical variances of the response after four weeks of treatment, assum-
ing equal variances of the data across the two groups is doubtful (183.43 versus 258.48). The
baseline values differ slightly in their empirical variances. However, natural variations are nor-
mal, even at baseline. Applying the Welch-Satterthwaite t-test given in (1.1) for testing the null
hypothesisH0 : µ1 = µ2 yields
Baseline : p− value = 0.7759, After 4 weeks : p− value = 0.4648
and thus, data do not provide the evidence to reject the null hypotheses at 5%-level of signifi-
cance. The t-test (assuming equal variances) leads to the same conclusions (baseline p-value =
0.7704; Response p-value = 0.499). We therefore assume that the baseline values are equally
distributed across the two groups and that no significant treatment effect exists at 5% level (after
four weeks). However, the scatterplots of the bodyweights of the rats at baseline and after four
weeks of treatment in Figure 2 show that the bodyweights are positively correlated. For illustra-
tion, scatterplots of the combined data set (left), vehicle control (middle) and active treatment
group are displayed.
Therefore, the t-test results diplayed above are doubtful, because the point estimation of
µ1 and µ2 by their empirical means is biased. It can furthermore be seen that the regression
coefficients for the combined data set, vehicle control and active treatment groups are similar
(p̂Combined = 1.268, p̂V ehicle = 0.984, p̂Treatment = 1.374) and therefore the traditional and use-
ful assumption that the regression coefficients are equal across the two groups will be kept for
further data evaluations and theoretical investigations. Of major interest is, however, estimating
the adjusted treatment effects b1 and b2 as well as testing the hypothesis that these two effects
are identical without assuming that the population variances are equal. In order to gather these
information, the data will now be used for the formulation of a general ANCOVA model.
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Figure 2: Scatterplots of the bodyweight data of the combined data set (left), vehicle control
group (middle) and active treatment group (right).
3 Statistical Model, Hypothesis and Point Estimators
We consider a general two sample ANCOVA model
Y =Xb +Mp+ ǫ, (3.4)
where
E(ǫ) = 0, V ar(ǫ) = Σ =
2⊕
i=1
σ2i Ini and E(||ǫ4||) <∞. (3.5)
Here, Y = (Y ′
1
,Y ′2 )
′ denotes theN×1 response vector of the two samplesYi = (Yi1, . . . , Yini)′
each of size ni, i = 1, 2, X =
⊕2
i=1 1ni denotes the design matrix, b = (b1, b2)
′ denotes the
vector of fixed treatment effects, M is a N × L matrix collecting the values of the L (fixed)
covariates, p = (p1, . . . , pL)
′ denotes the vector of regression coefficients and 1ni denotes the
ni × 1 vector of 1’s, respectively. It is of main interest to test the null hypothesis Hb0 : b1 = b2
and to compute confidence intervals for δ = b1 − b2. Furthermore, secondary hypotheses are
testing the effects of the L covariates byHp0 : pl = 0, l = 1, . . . , L, seperately.
The parameters p and b can be estimated using ordinary least squares without bias by
p̂ = (M ′QM)−1M ′QY ,
b̂ = (X ′X)−1X ′(Y −Mp̂),
where Q = IN −X(X
′X)−1X ′ denotes the orthogonal projection onto the column space
of X see, e.g., [24]. If the covariates in M are correlated and thus M may not be of full
column rank, the inverse (M ′QM)−1 may not exist. However, the linear combination δ =
b1 − b2 is still estimable because c′(X˜ ′X˜)−(X˜ ′X˜) = c′ holds for any generalized inverse
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(X˜ ′X˜)−, where X˜ = (X
...M) denotes the partitioned matrix of X and M and vector c =
(1,−1, 0, . . . , 0)′. In these cases, the inverse (M ′QM)−1 is replaced by any generalized in-
verse (M ′QM)− in the computations above, e.g. by the Moore-Penrose inverse. Finally,
the asymptotic distributions of the estimators can be examined. For the ease of representation,
define the matrices
D = (X ′X)−1X ′ − (X ′X)−1X ′M(M ′QM)−1M ′Q and (3.6)
A = (M ′QM)−1M ′Q. (3.7)
If the samples are not too unbalanced, i.e. N →∞ such that N
ni
≤ N0 <∞, then
√
N(b̂− b) ≈ N(0, NDΣD′) (3.8)√
N(p̂− p) ≈ N(0, NAΣA′), (3.9)
where Σ is as in (3.5). The covariance matrices Φ = NAΣA′ and Ψ = NDΣD′, are,
however, unknown in practical applications and must be estimated from the data. Their unbiased
and consistent estimation is a rather challenging task and will be investigated in detail in the next
section.
4 Estimation of the variances
The only unknown components of the matrices Φ and Ψ are the variances σ21 and σ
2
2 in the
setup above. In particular, an unbiased and consistent estimator of the variance
σ2b = V ar(
√
N (̂b1 − b̂2)) (4.10)
is needed. For the computation of an unbiased estimator, we first compute the detailed structure
of σ2b. Let D = (dij)
j=1,...,N
i=1,2 be the 2 × N generating matrix of b̂ given in (3.6) and let Aj =
d1jd2j for j = 1, . . . , N . We obtain with c = (1,−1)′
σ2b = V ar(
√
N (̂b1 − b̂2))
= Nc′DΣD′c
= Nc′

n1∑
j=1
d21jσ
2
1 +
N∑
j=n1+1
d21jσ
2
2
n1∑
j=1
Ajσ
2
1 +
N∑
j=n1+1
Ajσ
2
2
n1∑
j=1
Ajσ
2
1 +
N∑
j=n1+1
Ajσ
2
2
n1∑
j=1
d22jσ
2
1 +
N∑
j=n1+1
d22jσ
2
2
 c
= N
(
σ21
n1∑
j=1
(d1j − d2j)2 + σ22
N∑
j=n1+1
(d1j − d2j)2
)
≡ N (σ21n∗1 + σ22n∗2) . (4.11)
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Thus, the variance σ2b can be expressed as a weighted sum of the variances σ
2
1 and σ
2
2 . It
also follows from the computations above that the estimators b̂1 and b̂2 are highly positively
correlated. The correlation among them is implicitly involved in the terms
n∗1 =
n1∑
j=1
(d1j − d2j)2 and n∗2 =
N∑
j=n1+1
(d1j − d2j)2, (4.12)
which can be interpreted as weighting factors that ensure the consistency of b̂1 − b̂2 and most
importantly, embed their correlations. Furthermore, this result is intriguing and looks familiar
when this term is compared with V ar(X1· − X2·) = σ21/n1 + σ22/n2 being used in the Welch
t-test defined in (1.1).
An unbiased estimator of σ2b is now obtained if unbiased estimators of σ
2
1 and σ
2
2 were avail-
able. Those can be derived by selecting the corresponding sub-models of model (1.3) and by
computing quadratic forms in terms of their residuals. Let Xi = 1ni denote the ni × 1 vector
of 1s and letM1 = Mi=1,...,n1 andM2 = Mi=n1+1,...,N denote the matrices of the covariates
for each group seperately, i = 1, 2. Furthermore, letBi = (Xi
...Mi) denote the two partitioned
matrices ofXi and the corresponding covariatesMi, and define the projection matrices
Qi = Ini −Bi(B′iBi)−1B′i.
Then, unbiased and consistent estimators of the variances σ2i are given by
σ̂2i = Y
′
iQiYi/(ni − 1− r(Mi)), i = 1, 2. (4.13)
Thus, we obtain an unbiased and consistent estimator of σ2b given in (4.11) by
σ̂2b = N
(
σ̂21n
∗
1 + σ̂
2
2n
∗
2
)
. (4.14)
These results are summarized below: Under the assumptions of model (1.3), the estimators
σ̂2i , i = 1, 2, in (4.13) and σ̂
2
b defined in (4.14) are unbiased and L2-consistent, i.e.
E(σ̂2i ) = σ
2
i , σ̂
2
i − σ2i L2→ 0, ni →∞ i = 1, 2,
E(σ̂2b) = σ
2
b, σ̂
2
b − σ2b L2→ 0,min{n1, n2} → ∞. (4.15)
The proof is given in the Appendix.
However, the HCSE estimators of Φ and Ψ are the current state of the art and numerical com-
parisons of their bias and mean square errors (MSE) are of interest. Numerical and theoretical
comparisons will be discussed in the following subsection.
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4.1 Comparisons with the HCSE variance estimators
In order to compare the properties of σ̂2b with the HCSE estimators, we first re-write the statis-
tical model considered here in the usual HCSE terminology
Y = X˜β + ǫ, where X˜ = (X
...M) and β = (b1, b2, p1, . . . , pL)
′. (4.16)
In this case, the ordinary least squares estimator of β is given by β̂ = (X˜ ′X˜)−1X˜ ′Y the
covariance matrix of which is
Γ = var(β̂) = (X˜ ′X˜)−1X˜ ′ΣX˜(X˜ ′X˜)−1.
Furthermore, let
E1 = diag
{
e21, . . . , e
2
N
}
,
E2 = diag
{
e21
1− h11 , . . . ,
e2N
1− hNN
}
, and
E3 = diag
{
e21
(1− h11)2 , . . . ,
e2N
(1− hNN )2
}
denote the diagonal matrices of the squared and standardized squared residuals, respectively.
Here, hii denotes the ith diagonal element of the hat matrix obtained from X˜ . Then, the HCSE
estimators as possible candidates for the estimation of Γ are
Γ̂HC0 = (X˜
′X˜)−1X˜ ′E1X(X˜
′X˜)−1,
Γ̂HC1 =
N
N − L− 1(X˜
′X˜)−1X˜ ′E1X˜(X˜
′X˜)−1,
Γ̂HC2 = (X˜
′X˜)−1X˜ ′E2X˜(X˜
′X˜)−1,
Γ̂HC3 = (X˜
′X˜)−1X˜ ′E3X˜(X˜
′X˜)−1,
respectively. More details about the estimators are given in [18, 20, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30] and
references therein. Thus, estimators of σ2b given in (4.10) are given by
σ̂2HCℓ = Na
′Γ̂HCℓa, where a = (1,−1, 0, . . . , 0)′ and ℓ = 0, 1, 2, 3. (4.17)
To investigate the bias of the estimators σ̂2b and σ̂
2
HCℓ
a simulation study has been conducted.
Data has been simulated from an independent two-sample ANCOVA model with three covari-
ates and sample sizes n1, n2 ∈ {7, . . . , 40} and variances σ21 , σ22 ∈ {1, 3}. The bias as well as
the MSE of all estimators were computed for each scenario based on 10,000 simulation runs.
The results are displayed in the boxplots in Figure 3.
It can be seen from Figure 3 that the estimators σ̂2HC0 and σ̂
2
HC3
are substantially biased,
especially when sample sizes are small. The bias reduces with increasing sample sizes and
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Figure 3: Boxplots of the empirical bias (left) andMSE (right) of σ̂2b and σ̂
2
HCℓ
given in(4.14)and
(4.17), respectively.
depends on variance/sample size allocations. The bias of the estimators σ̂2HC1 and σ̂
2
HC2
is way
smaller compared to the two others. As expected, the bias of σ̂2b is about 0. The MSEs of all
estimators are very similar and no major differences can be detected. These empirical findings
are in concordance with those obtained by [21].
Finally, comparing σ̂2b with σ̂
2
HC1
and σ̂2HC2 given in (4.17) on a theoretical level, we note that
the computation formulas of all these three estimators are similar. We write the quadratic form
σ̂2i as a sum of squares of the residuals and obtain
σ̂2i =
1
ni − 1− r(Mi)Y
′
iQiYi
=
1
ni − 1− r(Mi)Y
′
iQ
′
iQiYi
=
1
ni − 1− r(Mi)e
′
iei
=
1
ni − 1− r(Mi)
ni∑
k=1
e2ik.
It follows that the normalizing constants used in Γ̂1 and Γ̂2 are also used in σ̂
2
i , because ni −
1 − r(Mi) =
∑ni
k=1(1 − hkk) is the sum of the diagonal elements of the hat matrix of the
corresponding sub-model—sinceQiis a projection matrix. Thus, σ̂
2
b is a bias corrected version
of σ̂2HC1 and σ̂
2
HC2
in model (1.3). Furthermore, unbiased and consistent estimators ofΦ,Ψ and
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Γ are given by Φ̂ = NAΣ̂A′, Ψ̂ = NDΣ̂D′ and Γ̂ = (X˜ ′X˜)−1X˜ ′Σ̂X˜(X˜ ′X˜)−1, where
Σ̂ =
2⊕
i=1
σ̂2i Ini . (4.18)
We therefore do not consider the HCSE-based estimators σ̂2HCℓ in further theoretical in-
vestigations and data evaluations and will use the unbiased estimator σ̂2b instead. The point
estimators, their asymptotic distributions as well the unbiased and consistent estimation of their
parameters can now be used for the derivation of test procedures and confidence intervals. This
will be explained in the next section.
5 Test Statistics
In this section, different test procedures for testing the two-sided null hypotheses Hb0 : b1 = b2
as well as Hp0 : pl = 0 for fixed l = 1, . . . , L, will be discussed. In order to test the null
hypothesisHb0 : b1 = b2, consider the test statistic
Tb =
√
N
b̂1 − b̂2 − (b1 − b2)
σ̂b
D→ N(0, 1), N →∞. (5.19)
For large sample sizes, the null hypothesis Hb0 will be rejected at level α of significance, if
|Tb| ≥ z1−α/2, where z1−α/2 denotes the (1−α/2) quantile of the standard normal distribution.
An asymptotic (1−α) - confidence interval for δ = b1−b2 is given by CI = b̂1− b̂2± z1−α/2√N σ̂b.
For small sample sizes, however, the test tends to over-reject the null hypothesis. Therefore, we
approximate the distribution of Tb by a central tκ-distribution and estimate κ using Box-type
approximation methods.
Note that the estimators σ̂21 and σ̂
2
2 given in (4.13) are independent. Assuming for a moment
normally distributed errors, the estimators follow a χ2-distribution, i.e. (ni − 1 − r(Mi))σ̂2i ∼
χ2ni−1−r(Mi)σ
2
i . Hence, it seems to be reasonable to approximate the distribution of σ̂
2
1n
∗
1+ σ̂
2
2n
∗
2
by a scaled χ2κ-distribution, that is g · χ2κ. The scaling factor g and the degrees of freedom κ are
determined in such a way that the expected values and variances of the approximating and the
actual sampling distributions coincide. Let Z ∼ χ2κ and recall that E(Z) = κ, V ar(Z) = 2κ
and V ar(σ̂2i ) = 2σ
4
i /(ni − 1 − r(Mi)). Therefore, we have to solve the system of linear
equations
E
{
N
(
σ̂21n
∗
1 + σ̂
2
2n
∗
2
)}
= N
{
σ21n
∗
1 + σ
2
2n
∗
2
} !
= gκ = E(gZ)
V ar
{
N
(
σ̂21n
∗
1 + σ̂
2
2n
∗
2
)}
= 2N2
{
σ41n
2,∗
1
n1 − 1− r(M1) +
σ42n
2,∗
2
n2 − 1− r(M2)
}
!
= 2g2κ = V ar(gZ).
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Replacing the unknown quantities σ2i in the solution by their empirical counterparts σ̂
2
i , we
obtain as estimated degree of freedom
κ =
(σ̂21n
∗
1 + σ̂
2
2n
∗
2)
2
σ̂4
1
n2,∗
1
n1−1−r(M1) +
σ̂4
2
n2,∗
2
n2−1−r(M2)
. (5.20)
It can be readily seen from (5.20) that the estimated degree of freedom looks familiar to ν
displayed in (1.2)—the estimated degree of freedom from the Welch-Satterthwaite t-test. Here,
the sample variances s2i and sample sizes are just replaced by σ̂
2
i and n
∗
i , respectively. Note
that κ → ∞ if N → ∞ and thus, the approximation procedure is asymptotically correct, even
if the normality assumption is violated. For small sample sizes, the distribution of Tb can be
approximated by a central tκ-distribution and we reject the null hypothesisH
b
0 at level α, if
|Tb| ≥ t1−α/2,κ, (5.21)
where t1−α/2,κ denotes the (1−α/2)-quantile of the central t1−α/2,κ-distribution with κ degrees
of freedom. Moreover, approximate (1 − α)-confidence intervals for δ = b1 − b2 are given by
CI = b̂1 − b̂2 ± t1−α/2,κ√N σ̂b. The procedure is therefore called ”Welch-Satterthwaite t-test with
covariates and denoted as Tκ throughout the rest of the paper.
5.1 Tests for covariate effects and confidence intervals for pl
Test statistics for testing the secondary null hypotheses Hp0 : pl = 0, l = 1, . . . , L, can now
be derived in a similar way as those for testing Hb0 discussed in the previous section. First, we
compute the variance V ar(
√
Np̂l) and obtain an unbiased estimator with the same arguments
as above. Let A = (aij)
j=1,...,N
i=1,...,L be the L × N generating matrix of p̂ given in (3.7) and let el
be the lth unit vector. Here, we obtain
σ2pl = V ar(
√
Np̂l)
= Ne′AΣA′e
= N
(
σ21
n1∑
j=1
a2lj + σ
2
2
N∑
j=n1+1
a2lj
)
≡ N (σ21n˜1,l + σ22 n˜2,l) .
Hence, the variance of the estimator p̂l can be written as a weighted sum of the variances σ
2
1
and σ22 . Replacing these unknown quantities by their unbiased counterparts σ̂
2
1 and σ̂
2
2 yields an
unbiased and consistent estimator of σ2pl by
σ̂2pl = N
(
σ̂21 n˜1,l + σ̂
2
2n˜2,l
)
. (5.22)
The variance estimator σ̂2pl can now be used for the derivation of appropriate test statistics for
testing Hp0 and for the computation of confidence intervals for pl, respectively. Consider the
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test statistic
Tpl =
√
N
p̂l − pl√
σ̂2pl
,
which follows, asymptotically, a standard normal distribution and thus, we reject the null hy-
pothesis Hp0 : pl = 0, if |Tpl| ≥ z1−α/2. Asymptotic (1 − α) - confidence intervals for pl are
given by CIl = p̂l ± z1−α/2√N σ̂pl . Simulation studies show, however, that this test tends to over-
reject the null hypothesis when sample sizes are rather small. Therefore, we approximate the
distribution of Tpl by a tλl-distribution with
λl =
(σ̂21n˜1,l + σ̂
2
2 n˜2,l)
2
σ̂4
1
n˜2
1,l
n1−1−r(M1) +
σ̂4
2
n˜2
2,l
n2−1−r(M2)
(5.23)
degrees of freedom. Here, λl is derived in the same way as κ in (5.20). For small sample sizes,
the null hypothesisHp0 is rejected at level α, if
|Tpl| ≥ t1−α/2,λl , (5.24)
where t1−α/2,λl denotes the (1 − α/2)-quantile of the central t1−α/2,λl-distribution with λl
degrees of freedom. Approximate (1 − α)-confidence intervals for pl are given by CIl =
p̂l ± t1−α/2,λl√N σ̂pl .
Next, the empirical behavior of the developed methods will be investigated in extensive simu-
lation studies.
6 Simulations
The test procedures for testing the null hypothesesHb0 andH
p
0 developed in the previous section
are valid for large sample sizes. Of major interest is investigating their empirical accuracies in
terms of controlling the nominal type-1 error rate under the null hypotheses and their powers
to detect alternatives when sample sizes are rather small. Extensive simulation studies have
been conducted for finding a general conclusion and recommendations for their applicability in
practice. All simulations were run using R computational environment, version 3.4.0 (www.r-
project.org) each with nsim = 10, 000 simulation runs. First, simulation results for Hb0 will be
discussed.
6.1 Simulation results forHb
0
Recently, [23] proposed a Wild-Bootstrap test for general factorial ANCOVA designs and their
method is also applicable in model (1.3). Since the procedure was shown to be advantageous
over White’s approach or single wild-bootstrapping in extensive simulations, it will serve as
the current state of the art competitor of the Welch-Satterthwaite t-test Tκ with covariates given
in (5.21). The resampling method is based on the following ideas and will now be briefly
explained:
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1. Fix the observed data Y .
2. Randomly generate Rademacher’s random signs Wik with P (Wik = −1) = P (Wik =
1) = 1/2.
3. Multiply the residuals with the random signs Wik, compute effects b̂ and p̂ and σ̂
2
HC0
using the resampling variables.
4. Compute the test statistic (studentized value) from 3.
5. Repeat the above steps a large number of times (e.g. 10K times) and estimate the p-value
from the resampling distribution.
For detailed explanations we refer to [23]. Similar Wild-Bootstrap methods have been used in
several inference methods and disciplines, see, e.g., [31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41].
As additional procedure we considered the classical ANCOVA t-test. For the ease of read
and graphical presentations, we did not display the simulation results of Tb using the standard
normal approximation as given in (5.19), because the test is always more liberal than Tκ, by
construction.
Data has been generated from
Y =Xb +Mp+ ǫ,
with parameter values b = (10, 10)′, three covariates being the realizations from normal vari-
ables with mean µ = (9, 7, 5) and regression parameters p = (1, 0.6, 0.7). Due to the abun-
dance of different parameter constellations and numbers of covariates included in the model, we
keep these settings throughout the simulations and focus on the accuracy of the methods with re-
spect to different error distributions and shapes, small sample sizes, variance heteroscedasticity
and unbalanced designs. For the simulation of these scenarios, the error term ǫ was generated
from standardized normal, uniform and χ27-distributions having variances σ
2
i ∈ {1, 3}, respec-
tively. We illustrate the performances of these methods when sample sizes increase, i.e., we fix
initial sample size allocations of n1 n2 and add an integer m ∈ {0, . . . , 20} for each distribu-
tional setting. In total, five different settings will be simulated:
Setting 1: (n1, n2) = (10, 10) +m, (σ
2
1, σ
2
2) = (1, 1), Balanced, Equal
Setting 2: (n1, n2) = (10, 20) +m, (σ
2
1, σ
2
2) = (1, 1), Unbalanced, Equal
Setting 3: (n1, n2) = (10, 10) +m, (σ
2
1, σ
2
2) = (1, 3), Balanced, Unequal
Setting 4: (n1, n2) = (10, 20) +m, (σ
2
1, σ
2
2) = (1, 3), Unbalanced, Unequal
Setting 5: (n1, n2) = (20, 10) +m, (σ
2
1, σ
2
2) = (1, 3), Unbalanced, Unequal.
The nominal type-1 error was set to α = 5% for all simulation runs. The simulation results for
all of the scenarios described above are displayed in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Type-1 error simulation results (α = 5%) of the classical ANCOVA t-test, Tκ defined
in (5.21) and the Wild-Bootstrap method proposed by [23].
It can be readily seen from Figure 4 that the classical ANCOVA t-test controls the size very
well when variances across the two groups are equal. This impression changes when the actual
variances are different. It tends to be very conservative when the larger sample has the larger
variance (Setting 4) and very liberal when variance/sample sizes are negatively allocated, i.e.
the larger sample has the smaller variance (Setting 5). This behavior of the test does not improve
when sample sizes increase, because the method is based on a pooled variance estimator (which
assumes equal variances). It can also be seen that the Welch-Satterthwaite t-test Tκ controls the
nominal type-1 error rate very satisfactorily in all investigated scenarios. The Wild-Bootstrap
method proposed by [23] behaves very similar to the new t-test and no major differences in
terms of controlling the type-1 error rate can be detected in these selected scenarios. Next, the
powers of the methods to detect the alternativeH1 : b1 6= b2 will be investigated.
For power investigations, the initial values of the parameter b have been shifted by a value δ,
i.e.
b = (10, 10 + δ)′ for δ ∈ {0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2}
in the Settings 1, 4 and 5 described above. For the ease of representation, the sample size
increment m was set to 0 for all of these settings. The power curves are displayed in Figure 5
and it can be seen that the powers of the new method and the Wild-Bootstrap approach are very
similar and almost identical. The conclusion that the classical ANCOVA t-test has a higher
power than its competitors, however, is incorrect due to its liberality. Based on these empirical
findings, we can conclude that the new method is powerful and accurate and even has the same
accuracy as the Wild-Bootstrap approach for testingHb0 . Next, simulation results for testing the
hypothesisHp0 will be discussed.
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Figure 5: Power simulation results (α = 5%) of the classical ANCOVA t-test, Tκ defined in
(5.21) and the Wild-Bootstrap method proposed by [23].
6.2 Empirical results forHp
0
In order to test the null hypothesis Hp0 : pl = 0, data has been generated in the same way
as described in Section 6.1, with the exception that p = (0, 0.6, 0.7)′ was used instead of
p = (1, 0.6, 0.7)′. Thus, simulation results for Hp0 : p1 = 0 are reported. We also lowered
the sample size increments, because the methods are accurate if n1, n2 ≥ 20. Note that [23]
did not investigate inference methods for testing covariate effects in detail. However, their
method can be easily modified to that testing problem by using the hypothesis matrix/vector
H = (0, 0, 1, 0, 0)′. The simulation results are displayed in Figure 6.
It can be readily seen from Figure 6 that the classical ANCOVA t-test controls the nominal
type-1 error rate when population variances are equal. This impression changes when the actual
variances are different. The classical method does not show a clear tendency towards a liberal
or conservative behavior. This occurs, because the method uses the ”classical” pooled variance
estimator
σ̂2C =
1
N − 2− r(M)Y
′(IN − X˜(X˜ ′X˜)−1X˜ ′)Y
for the estimation of σ2pl . In the situations considered here, the expected value of σ̂
2
C is
E(σ̂2C) =
1
N − 2− r(M)
{
n1∑
k=1
(1− hkk)σ21 +
N∑
k=n1+1
(1− hkk)σ22
}
.
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Figure 6: Type-1 error simulation results (α = 5%) of the classical ANCOVA t-test, Tλ defined
in (5.24) and the Wild-Bootstrap method proposed by [23].
Thus, the actual bias that is made in the estimation of V ar(
√
Np̂l) using σ̂
2
C is
E(σ̂2Cn˜1 + σ̂
2
C n˜2 − (σ21 n˜1 + σ22 n˜2))
= (n˜1 + n˜2)E(σ̂
2
C)− (σ21 n˜1 + σ22n˜2) ≷ 0,
depending on the actual values of the covariates, sample sizes and variance allocations. This
implies that the variance is either under- or overestimated. Furthermore, the Wild-Bootstrap
approach tends to be slightly conservative and shows an ”unstable” behavior in mostly all of
these scenarios. This may occur because only one parameter and its resampling distribution
are investigated. Here, the bootstrap distribution may depart from the actual distribution, which
results in a liberal behavior of the test—depending on the actual values of the covariates. On the
other hand, the newly developed Welch-Satterthwaite t-test controls the nominal type-1 error
rate very satisfactorily in all investigated scenarios. Power simulations show that the powers of
the competing methods are very similar and the results are therefore omitted.
As a concluding remark, we like to mention that the Wild-Bootstrap method is very numerically
intensive which limits its applicability in model selections, screening, multiple comparisons and
other big data applications, e.g. in genome wide association studies. As an illustrative example,
we display the CPU-times for the numerical computations of Tκ and its competitor when several
tests are performed in Figure 7. The Wild-Bootstrap approach has been implemented using
vectorized programming strategies.
It can be seen from Figure 7 that the computation of the Welch-Satterthwaite t-test is very
fast and increases very slowly for increasing numbers of tests. On the other hand, the com-
putation time of the Wild-Bootstrap method significantly increases with increasing numbers of
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Figure 7: Numerical comparison of the CPU-times for the numerical computation of Tκ and the
Wild-Bootstrap method for various numbers of tests.
tests. The same argument also holds in simulation studies and thus, simulating the accuracy of
the Wild-Bootstrap in multiple comparison procedures with a large numbers of hypotheses or
model selections with large numbers of covariates would be very time consuming and unprac-
tical.
7 Data analysis of the example
The short-term study on bodyweights introduced in Section 2 can now be analyzed with the
newly developed methods. The point estimators b̂1 and b̂2 of the treatment effects as well as the
group specific adjusted variance estimators σ̂21 and σ̂
2
2 are displayed in Table 1.
Table 1: Group specific point estimators of the treatment effects and variances of the body-
weights.
Group ni Treatment Effect b̂i Variance σ̂
2
i
Vehicle Control 13 41.873 65.291
Treatment 39 46.576 33.392
The descriptive results displayed in Table 1 are intriguing because (1) even the adjusted
variances are different and (2) the impression that the treatment group has a larger variance
than the vehicle control group as indicated by the computations in Section 2 changes. Here, the
variance of the baseline adjusted bodyweights under treatment is way smaller than the adjusted
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variance in the vehicle control group. This result is intuitively clear by taking a second look at
the scatterplots of the data in Figure 2: A larger amount of variance in the model is explained
by the regression in the active treatment group than in the vehicle control group, because data is
closer to the regression line and thus, the root mean square error is smaller in the active treatment
group. Furthermore, these descriptive results indicate that the assumption of equal variances is
doubtful. Next, test statistics, p-values and confidence intervals for testing the hypotheses Hb0
are displayed in Table 2. First, it can be readily seen from Table 2 that the estimated standard
Table 2: Effect estimates δ̂ = b̂1 − b̂2, standard errors, test statistics, degrees of freedom (DF),
p-values and 95%-confidence intervals for the bodyweight data.
Method Effect SE Test Statistic DF p-Value 95%-CI
Tκ -4.70 2.43 -1.94 14.95 0.072 [-9.88; 0.47]
Wild-Boot -4.70 2.46 -1.91 – 0.082 [-9.81; 0.40]
Classical -4.70 2.11 -2.23 49 0.031 [-8.95; -0.46]
errors of the effect δ̂ = b̂1 − b̂2 differ. The classical ANCOVA pooled variance estimator σ̂2C
given in (6.25) (which assumes equal variances), tends to a smaller standard error than the
usage of its unbiased competitor σ̂2b in (4.14). The HCSE-based estimator as used in the Wild-
Bootstrap approach proposed by [23] is the largest. These differences are reflected in the values
of the test statistics and associated p-values: Both the Welch-Satterthwaite t-test and the Wild-
Bootstrap method provide non-significant results at 5%-level of significance (p=0.07; p=0.08).
The classical ANCOVA t-test, however, suggests to reject the null hypothesis. These results
are in concordance with the extensive simulation results in Setting 5 (the larger sample has
the smaller variance) where a liberal behavior of the classical ANCOVA t-test could be seen.
The three p-values are, however, close to 5% and all methods indicate that the bodyweights
increase remarkably. Furthermore, as estimated regression effect we obtain p̂ = 1.276. All
of the methods reject the null hypothesis Hp0 : p = 0. Finally, the empirical group-specific
ANCOVA models of the bodyweights can be formulated and are given by
Y1k = 41.873 + 1.276 ·M1k + error(0, 65.291),
Y2k = 46.576 + 1.276 ·M2k + error(0, 33.392) or, in terms of means,
Y 1· = 41.872 + 1.276 · 177.569,
Y 2· = 46.576 + 1.276 · 176.533,
which may be useful in model validations and predictions. We note, however, that sample sizes
are rather small and a larger trial may be beneficial to justify these results. All of these results
indicate, however, that adjusting for covariates is important when those may impact the actual
response variables. Applying the t-tests without covariates leads to a non-significant result (see
Section 2), while the adjusted treatment effects are detected to be significantly different across
the two groups.
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8 Discussion
The Welch-Satterthwaite t-test given in (1.1) is one of the most prominent and often applied
inference method in data evaluations and statistical sciences. The method is known to be some-
what robust and to control the nominal type-1 error rate very well even in unbalanced designs
under variance heteroscedasticity when data is roughly symmetrically distributed. In case of
skewed distributions, its accuracy depends on the shapes and other distributional characteristics
[42]. In many experiments, however, covariates may impact the response variables and they
may even induce variance heteroscedasticity. Ignoring them may lead to wrong conclusions
as could be seen by the illustrative short-term study on bodyweights. Several attempts have
been made to generalize the ANCOVA F -test or ANCOVA t-test, but the situation of variance
heteroscedasticity was not considered or the results are not satisfactorily for small sample sizes
[43, 44, 45, 46]. The approaches of [47, 48, 49, 50] do not need to assume constant vari-
ances between the groups, but they show limits to the number of covariates, i.e, only one or
two covariates are permitted in the model. Moreover, their robustness to unbalanced designs
is unknown [51]. All of these attempts were tempting and motivated us to study general two-
samples ANCOVA designs under variance heteroscedasticity. The results are summarized in
this paper and entitled as theWelch-Satterthwaite t-test with covariates, which is a solution for
the Behrens-Fisher problem in that specific situation. Here, the numbers of covariates can be
arbitrary and they may even be arbitrarily correlated.
The derivation of the method was split in several steps (1) Unbiased estimation of the treat-
ment effects b1, b2 and δ = b1 − b2 and (2) Unbiased estimation of their standard errors. It
turned out that the newly developed variance estimators are a bias-corrected version of the
HCSE-estimators and that the variance of δ̂ = b̂1 − b̂2 can be written as a weighted sum of
the variances. This result is surprising, because the estimators are highly positively correlated.
The correlation, however, is taken care of by the weights, which are known and linear combina-
tions of the covariates. Thus, the remaining task was the unbiased estimation of the individual
variance components. Those were estimated by using independent sub-models. A major ad-
vantage of the newly-developed variance estimators is that their sampling distributions can be
computed—at least under normality assumption. Finally, a robust t-approximation of the dis-
tribution of the test could be developed. It turned out that the computed degree of freedom is
very similar to the well known Satterthwaite degree of freedom. Here, the sample variances and
sample sizes are replaced by σ̂2i and the weights n
∗
i , respectively. Extensive simulation studies
show that the new method is as accurate and powerful as the recently proposed Wild-Bootstrap
version by [23]. It also turned out that the Welch-Satterthwaite t-test with covariates tends to
be slightly more accurate than the Wild-Bootstrap version when the impact of the covariates is
tested. Overall, the new method is numerically fast, feasible to compute and the computational
formulas are available in a closed form. This is a major advantage of the new method compared
to the Bootstrap version.
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Comparing the Wild-Bootstrap test and the new method from an educational point of view, it
is worth to mention that the new test could be used in introductory classes in Statistics, linear
model theory and in other teaching purposes. The theoretical results developed in this paper are
of interest of their own. In particular, the illustrative data example clearly shows that adjusting
for covariates is important in statistical practice.
Throughout the paper we assumed that the groups have identical slope parameters, that is, effect
sizes do not depend on the values of the covariates. Note that the model can be generalized to
group-specific slope parameters by considering the model
Y =Xb+
(
2⊕
i=1
Mi
)
p˜+ ǫ, where p˜ = (p11, . . . , p1L, p21, . . . , p2L)
′.
Unbiased estimators of the variance components are now obtained by modifying the matrices
D and A defined in (3.6) and (3.7) accordingly. All of the methods considered in the paper
are mean-based, i.e., an accurate behavior of the methods when data follow are very skewed
distribution cannot be expected. Robust methods that do not require identical slope parameters
and simultaneously allow heteroscedasticity have recently proposed by [42]. General robust
estimation approaches are also discussed in [52, 53, 54].
In the present paper we assumed that the covariates are fixed. Developing unbiased variance
estimators in case of random covariates as well as generalizations to completely variance het-
eroscedastic designs will be part of future research.
Appendix. Proofs
A.1. Proof of (4.15)
Let Bi(B
′
iBi)
−1B′i = Pni , i = 1, 2 denote the projection matrix for each group in the linear
model separately. Computing the expectation of the quadratic form yields
(ni − 1− r(Mi))E(σ̂2i ) = E(Y ′iQiYi)
= E(Y ′i (Ini − Pni)Yi)
= (Xb+Mp)′(Ini −Pni)(Xb+Mp) + tr((Ini − Pni)σ2i I)
= (Xb+Mp)′((Xb +Mp)− (Xb+Mp)) + (ni − 1− r(Mi))σ2i
= (ni − 1− r(Mi))σ2i , i = 1, 2.
Thus, σ̂2i is an unbiased estimator of σ
2
i , i = 1, 2. Next, the consistency of the variance estima-
tors will be shown. We compute the variance of the quadratic form σ̂2i and obtain
V ar(Y ′iQiYi) = (µ4 − 3σ4i )q′iqi + 2σ4i tr(Q2i) + 4σ2iµ′iQi2µi + 4µ3µ′iQiqi,
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where µi = E(Yi), qi = diag{Qi}, the vector of diagonal elements of Qi. Here, µ3 and µ4
denote the skewness and kurtosis of the error distributions, respectively. Using the properties
of projection matrix Pni , we get 0 ≤ q′iqi ≤ ni + tr(Pni) = ni + 1 + r(Mi) and tr(Q2i ) =
tr(Qi) = ni − 1 − rank(Mi). Since Qi2 = Qi,Qi2µi = Qiµi = (Ini − Pni)µi = 0.
Furthermore, µ′iQiqi = (Qiµi)
′qi = 0. In conclusion, the L2-convergence follows, because
V ar(Y ′iQiYi)/(ni − 1− rank(Mi))2 L2−→ 0, ni →∞.
Table 3: Bodyweight data (Vehicle Control) of the short-term bodyweight study.
Animal Dose Baseline Week 4
1 0 174.20 261.00
2 0 184.20 282.90
3 0 176.90 269.80
4 0 177.00 260.80
5 0 177.10 266.30
6 0 166.90 256.10
7 0 163.90 249.50
8 0 187.60 290.50
9 0 157.40 263.50
10 0 177.30 256.30
11 0 196.00 289.30
12 0 174.50 261.00
13 0 195.40 283.00
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Table 4: Bodyweight data (Treatment) of the short-term bodyweight study.
Animal Dose Baseline Week 4
14 1 171.00 266.00
15 1 185.60 269.10
16 1 187.50 292.60
17 1 176.80 275.90
18 1 175.20 270.40
19 1 182.90 287.40
20 1 173.80 275.20
21 1 181.80 281.40
22 1 184.50 274.70
23 1 181.00 283.20
24 1 167.20 259.30
25 1 190.50 294.30
26 1 170.10 260.20
27 1 196.60 293.50
28 1 192.20 290.90
29 1 180.70 285.10
30 1 183.70 277.20
31 1 182.40 291.10
32 1 167.50 258.00
33 1 180.70 277.80
34 1 179.20 271.30
35 1 163.40 249.20
36 1 184.50 278.20
37 1 167.70 260.90
38 1 173.60 266.50
39 1 166.50 261.30
40 1 184.80 282.70
41 1 187.60 287.00
42 1 182.10 278.40
43 1 169.80 262.50
44 1 171.10 276.50
45 1 187.50 289.20
46 1 157.40 252.10
47 1 178.00 261.40
48 1 177.50 271.80
49 1 149.30 229.00
50 1 174.80 268.70
51 1 173.50 269.60
52 1 144.80 222.30
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